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Abstract—The Western Link is a new point-to-point embedded
HVDC connection due to be commissioned in Great Britain
in 2018. This paper investigates the optimal loading of the
Western Link with respect to the wider transmission system.
The work modelled a representation of behaviour of the who-
lesale market and system operator actions using mathematical
optimisation in the form of an economic dispatch followed by
an AC optimal power flow. A range of different system cases
was studied using: a representative high voltage transmission
network of Great Britain; system planned outages on AC circuits
in parallel with the Western Link; system contingencies; and two
possible post-contingency Western Link loading rules. It was
concluded from the cases studied that the optimal dispatch of
power on the Western Link is an affine function of power flow
in the parallel AC circuits, modulated by system planned outages
and the thermal rating of the Western Link.

Index Terms—HVDC, OPF, system security and operation

NOMENCLATURE

Sets

O Network pre-contingency states, indexed by o.

S Operational scenarios, indexed by s.

G Generators, indexed by g.

Z Shunt compensators, indexed by z.

W Wind farms, indexed by w.

J = G \ W . Dispatchable generators, indexed

by j.

HE Interconnectors, indexed by h.

HI Embedded HVDC links, indexed by i.

L AC transmission circuits, indexed by l.

K ⊆ L. AC transmission circuits in parallel with

an embedded HVDC link, indexed by k.

Parameters

P ↑, P ↓ Maximum loss of generation, and maximum

loss of demand.

P
↑
j , P

↓
j Max. ramp up and ramp down in 20 minutes

of generator j.

ΓW
s , ΓD

s Total system production of wind, and total

demand, under scenario s.

C−
g , C+

g Bid/offer price of generator g.

Cj Linear cost of generator j.

Ph Real power infeed of interconnector h.

Ki Loss coefficient of embedded HVDC link i.

P 0
g Initial set point for generator g in OPF pro-

grams A, S and S
′.

P LB
g , PUB

g Min., max. real power outputs of generator g.

Variables

p0
j Real power output of generator j in economic

dispatch model E.

pg Real power output of generator g.

γ Random variable. Representing wind if γW or

demand if γD.

pl,bb′ , pl,b′b Real power flow from busbar b flowing towards

busbar b′ and vice versa into AC transmission

circuit l.

pi,bb′ , pi,b′b Real power flow into embedded HVDC link i,

similar to pl,bb′ and pl,b′b.

pAV
l = 0.5 (pl,bb′ − pl,b′b). Average power flow

through AC transmission circuit l from busbar b

to busbar b′.

pAV
i Average power flow through embedded HVDC

link i, similar to pAV
l .

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a significant expected future wind generation

capacity within Great Britain (GB), much of which has been

contracted in recent years. Most of this capacity exists within

Scotland and is therefore remote from the majority of signifi-

cant GB demand centres within England. The need to upgrade

the existing transfer capability between Scotland and the rest

of GB to ensure effective utilisation of this wind generation

capacity has been identified [1]. The GB transmission system

owners and operator have identified the Western Link as being

a major part of increasing this transfer capability.

The Western Link [2] is a conventional line commutated

converter (LCC) HVDC link with a continuous thermal rating

of 2250 MW. The link is embedded within the GB trans-

mission system, i.e. both converter stations are connected to

the same synchronised AC system, as shown in Fig. 1. In

addition, the transfer capabilities of the Western Link and the

AC circuits operating in parallel with the Link are of the same

order of magnitude. This is the first embedded HVDC link

in the GB transmission system since the Kingsnorth HVDC

Link [3], which was decommissioned in 1987 [4, Sec. 3.1.7].

Given the relative operational inexperience of networks with
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Figure 1. A simplified high voltage GB transmission network indicative route
map. Black lines are AC transmission routes: solid are 400 kV; dot-dash lines
are mixed 275/400 kV; dotted lines are 275 kV; and dashed are 132 kV.
Grey lines: solid are HVDC interconnectors to external markets; dotted is
the Western Link; and dashed are transmission boundaries B6 and B7. Black
squares: route junctions. Black dots: substations.

embedded HVDC, special consideration must therefore be

given to the determination of a steady state power transfer

strategy to share power between the Western Link and the

parallel AC circuits.

The use of HVDC links to transfer power over large

distances with favourable loss characteristics compared to AC

transmission has been an accepted solution for many decades.

Embedded HVDC links have been historically rare, particu-

larly where links have been expected to operate in partnership

with parallel AC circuits of similar power transfer capability.

However embedded links are now becoming more common.

In Europe, the most recently commissioned embedded link

is INELFE [5] which connects the transmission systems of

France and Spain, while embedded links within Germany have

been proposed [6]–[8].

The spread of offshore transmission networks whether as

interconnections, alternative routes within an AC network

e.g. the Western Link, or connection of offshore wind farms

suggests that HVDC schemes will become more common due

to the superiority of HVDC over HVAC in particular offshore

applications [9]–[12].

The determination of the dispatch of power on a point-to-

point embedded HVDC link has been relatively under-explored

in the literature to date. In [13] and [14], particular emphasis

is placed on studying a loading strategy for embedded HVDC

links based upon an affine function of the voltage phase angles

at the embedded links’ converter stations’ AC busbars.

Minimisation of transmission losses is the objective

in [5], [13] and [14], while [13] and [14] also investigate

minimisation of power flow through AC circuits. Quadratic

approximations are used in [5] to determine a family of curves

which may then be used to determine optimal HVDC link

transfer set points to minimise transmission losses; this is

further discussed in [4, Sec. 4.1.1.2].

An alternative solution method and objective function are

studied in [15]: a linearised ‘DC’-type OPF is performed

with an objective function to maximise the smallest current

margin within AC circuits relative to their current ratings;

the problem is described as a constrained mixed-integer linear

program (MILP) solved using a commercial solver. Only [13]

and [15] consider system security explicitly; in particular, [15]

models both preventative and corrective security actions.

Only [13] and [14] use a selection of system generation and

demand scenarios and thus provide significantly different sy-

stem initial conditions; [5] and [15] do not generally consider

different system generation and demand backgrounds.

In general, the methods in [5], [13]–[15] are quite specific:

they make assumptions on what the ‘best’ objectives to mi-

nimise are, and typically impose a candidate loading strategy

via constraints or objective functions. Satisfying these imposed

strategies may lead to optimal solutions which are sub-optimal

from the perspective of minimising system generation redis-

patch cost. They also tend to study a small subset of system

generation and demand backgrounds.

We propose a framework which:

1) approximates the market behaviour within a liberalised

electricity system to generate credible system states (ini-

tial conditions for a transmission system operator) for

a range of system operational scenarios and system

planned outages;

2) performs full AC optimal power flows on those market-

proposed initial conditions to minimise generation redis-

patch while considering system contingencies and two

possible post-contingency operational rules on embed-

ded HVDC links; and

3) infers a loading strategy by inspecting embedded HVDC

link and parallel AC circuit loadings across the range of

states.

This approach allows consideration of many power system

variables across many system scenarios and an understanding

of the key factors on which an optimal loading of the embed-

ded HVDC link depends. In addition, the approach also closely

approximates the behaviour of liberalised ‘net pool’ power

systems where system operators are tasked with facilitating

a market and hence only redispatch system generation and

demand from their market-determined positions to ensure

satisfactory system operation, security, and quality of supply.

The two operational rules for embedded HVDC link post-

contingency loading represent limiting cases of the flexibility

in redispatching embedded link transfer following a power

system contingency. One rule models minimum flexibility



where no redispatch of the embedded HVDC link’s transfer

is possible, and the other rule models maximum flexibi-

lity allowing redispatch to anywhere within the link’s post-

contingency thermal limits.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II we present

our modelling and solution framework. We explain how a

standard model of optimal power flow with security con-

straints can be extended to account for embedded HVDC

links. Application of the proposed mathematical programs

on a representative GB transmission network is discussed in

Section III. Results and discussion are provided in Section IV.

II. MODELLING AND SOLUTION FRAMEWORK

The problem we have outlined may be described with-

out reformulation as a non-convex mixed-integer non-linear

program (MINLP). The solution of MINLPs is not trivial;

these problems may be so computationally challenging that

they may be rendered intractable within a reasonable solution

time. We propose a framework to decompose the general

MINLP into a sequential chain of a MILP and a non-linear

program (NLP) in order to lessen the computational burden.

In typical liberalised net pool power systems, market trading

occurs between generator and demand parties such that energy

demand is satisfied. A system operator is employed to re-

dispatch generators or demands from their market-determined

positions and control other power system devices such that the

power system may perform within equipment limits and with

acceptable levels of security and quality of supply.

Our formulation approximates this process by solving four

separate mathematical programs. An economic dispatch pro-

blem referred to as E approximates market trading to deter-

mine market positions of schedulable generators to satisfy a

specified level of system wind generation and system demand.

Optimal power flows (OPFs) referred to as A, S, and S
′, repre-

sent system operator actions to redispatch market positions of

all generation to consider network limits, losses, and network

security.

Program A performs an OPF minimising cost of generation

redispatch subject to pre-contingency network limits. Program

S models a security constrained OPF with post-contingency

flow of the embedded HVDC links constrained by the post-

contingency thermal ratings. Program S
′ performs a security

constrained OPF with no change to embedded HVDC link

transfer following a contingency except in the contingency

of the embedded HVDC link itself, where post-contingency

transfer is zero. In Appendix A, the mathematical details of

the optimisation programs are provided.

A. Treatment of Stochastic Variables

Many power systems variables are inherently stochastic.

However we constrained the set of stochastic power system

variables to contain only two variables: total generation from

wind γW; and total system demand γD.

We modelled these stochastic variables by implementing

them as parameters ΓW
s and ΓD

s within our mathematical

programs for a particular scenario s, and then repeatedly sol-

ved these models over S :=
{

si =
(

ΓW
i ,Γ

D
i

)

: 1 ≤ i ≤ nS
}

,

where nS is the total number of scenarios considered.

Note that each scenario was a particular realisation of total

production from wind generation and total demand. In this

paper, we take a fixed spatial distribution of demand, while the

wind farm production was considered to be varying uniformly

dependent on a scaling factor and nameplate capacity of each

wind farm such that the sum of all wind farms’ productions

equalled the specified system total wind production. This

approach modelled system-wide weather and ignored any

localised weather effects.

B. Treatment of Planned Outages

Assets within power systems such as transformers or trans-

mission circuits require periodic maintenance. Maintenance

is usually performed on the asset when it is de-energised;

this process usually occurs as part of a planned outage. This

means that a power system is unlikely to be operating as an

intact system at all times, i.e. planned outages are common.

Practical power systems normally contain sufficient flexibility

to operate to acceptable system security and quality of supply

while multiple planned outages are in place.

We implemented planned outages by repeating each sce-

nario in the OPFs over a set O of pre-contingency states;

note that O also included a state modelling an intact system.

We considered each planned outage state o ∈ O by fixing

power flow to zero within the equipment under planned outage.

Moreover, in this work we only considered planned outages

of the transmission assets and not of the generation assets.

Note that in our particular formulation, the solution of E was

independent of planned outages since E assumed a ‘copper-

plate’ representation of the power system and thus contained

no representation of the network plant we subjected to planned

outages. However, a formulation containing planned outages of

generator or demand groups would necessarily require explicit

modelling of planned outages within E.

C. Treatment of Economic Dispatch

The economic dispatch E committed generators from J to

meet the residual demand
(

ΓD
s − ΓW

s

)

for s ∈ S at minimum

total cost of production, subject to P ↑ and P ↓ constraints.

We de-rated the maximum production capability PUB
g of all

schedulable generators by F ; this small headroom was to

ensure schedulable generators could slightly increase their

output pg in the OPFs from their economic dispatch posi-

tion p0
g (fixed as P 0

g within the OPFs) to address system

losses and therefore encourage OPF feasibility. We classified

schedulable generation as coal, gas, nuclear and hydro units;

interconnectors were modelled as fixed injections Ph whilst

pumped storage units were ignored.1

1The operation of pumped storage is flexible and is largely determined
by: its owners’ approach to energy arbitrage, and contracts for frequency
restoration reserve. Its total capacity is relatively small: approximately 2.7 GW
out of a total installed generation capacity of just under 69 GW in our model.



D. Treatment of Optimal Power Flows

The model in E did not consider network constraints or

losses, and hence we subsequently performed OPFs to consider

these influences. We modelled losses and network constraints

within A, while in both programs S and S
′ we modelled

losses, network and security constraints. The objective of

the OPFs sought to minimise the cost of redispatch of all

generators within the system with appropriate bid C−
g and

offer C+
g costs depending on fuel type.

We considered two security constrained OPF formulations

to investigate alternative post-contingency transfer rules for

embedded HVDC links. Program S allowed HVDC link post-

contingency transfer to vary between post-contingency thermal

limits, while S
′ constrained a link’s post-contingency power

flow to equal its pre-contingency power flow. These two ope-

rational regimes represented two extrema of possible operation

of an embedded link, and thus allowed us to consider the effect

of a link’s post-contingency transfer redispatch flexibility on

pre-contingency power transfer sharing between the embedded

link and parallel AC circuits.

E. Treatment of Equipment Contingencies

We incorporated equipment contingencies into the security

constrained OPF formulations via a direct approach [16], by

simultaneously modelling each post-contingency state for each

contingency in the list of possible contingencies in conjunction

with the pre-contingency state as part of a single mathematical

program. We applied a direct approach in contrast with de-

composed approaches such as Bender’s decomposition [17],

[18], as the development time of the direct approach was

favourable as well as avoiding potential infeasibility issues

due to aggressive cut constraints.

F. Treatment of Embedded HVDC Links

We approximated the steady state modelling of embed-

ded HVDC links using a ‘two-coupled sources’ approach.

The link’s converter stations were modelled as real power

sinks pi,bb′ and pi,b′b at the AC busbars b and b′ at either end

of link i. The real power flows at each link converter station

were linked together via an equality constraint, which forced

real power loss within the link to be a quadratic function of

the average of the converter real power injections (see (11a)

in Appendix A for more details). The real power flow into

these sinks was constrained to within bounds, representing the

maximum power transfer capability of the link (see (11b) in

Appendix A). Note that this approach ignored the disjunctive

behaviour of LCC HVDC links’ power transfer capability

caused by minimum limits on DC-side current.

We did not explicitly model reactive power influences from

converter stations or their associated equipment such as shunt

compensation or filters. We assumed that power flow into or

out of converter stations occurred at unity power factor; in

the case of LCC HVDC links, this implies that converter and

harmonic filter reactive power consumption and production

were perfectly balanced by variable shunt compensation and

hence there was no reactive power transfer to or from the AC

network.

G. Program Workflow

On successful completion of E for each s ∈ S , we used

the optimal solution from E on s to initialise schedulable

generator commitment and power outputs in A, S and S
′ then

solved each OPF for each (o, s) ∈ O × S . Using the results

of A, S and S
′ we identified outliers and performed linear

regressions on the non-outlying results, where outliers were

regarded as scenarios which had parallel power flows which

significantly deviated from the linear trend. Algorithm 1 details

this regression process, where a single embedded HVDC link i

is in parallel operation with multiple parallel AC circuits each

indexed by k. Outliers were determined by manual inspection

of scatter plots of
(

pAV
i ,

∑

pAV
k

)

pairs.

Algorithm 1 Linear regression, performed on each o ∈ O.

1: Create empty set of outliers M← ∅
2: Create empty set of non-outliers N ← ∅
3: for each s in S do

4: Calculate pAV
k for each parallel AC circuit k

5: Calculate
∑

pAV
k across all parallel AC circuits k

6: Calculate pAV
i for each embedded HVDC link i

7: if
(

pAV
i ,

∑

pAV
k

)

is an outlier then

8: M←M∪
{(

pAV
i ,

∑

pAV
k

)

s
: s ∈ S

}

9: else

10: N ← N ∪
{(

pAV
i ,

∑

pAV
k

)

s
: s ∈ S

}

11: end if

12: end for

13: Perform regression pAV
i = A ·

∑

pAV
k +B over N

14: return A,B

III. APPLICATION TO SIMPLIFIED GB MODEL

A. Network Model

We applied data from a steady state model of the GB

transmission network to our framework. Our network model

was modified from a version of a GB transmission network

transient stability model given as Version 1 in [19]; this tran-

sient stability model itself was modified from an earlier steady

state GB transmission network model used in [20] and [21]

which was developed using principles outlined in [22].

Our model network data included 63 substations: 49, 13,

and 1 at 400 kV, 275 kV, and 132 kV voltage levels respecti-

vely. There were 62 equivalent generators: 26 represented

groups of wind farms, and the remainder represented groups

of non-wind generators aggregated by fuel type. The network

included 126 AC transmission circuits, and 20 AC transfor-

mers.

The model’s lumped real power and reactive power los-

ses (which represented ‘loading losses’ within the equiva-

lenced network), equivalent network shunt admittances, and

real and reactive group demands were initialised as Scena-

rio 0 in [19]. When applying different total system demands,

we scaled demand groups linearly, scaled lumped real losses



quadratically, and scaled each lumped reactive loss to maintain

a constant power factor equal to the reactive loss’ power factor

in Scenario 0. Shunt admittances remained unmodified, as

these modelled ‘no-loading losses’ within equivalent networks.

We now note the specific changes from [19]. The 400 kV

circuit configuration in Scotland was changed to reflect the

removal of Inverkip substation. The pre-contingency and post-

contingency ratings of AC transmission circuits were calcula-

ted by taking 84% and 106.5% of the winter post-contingency

ratings in [19]. The installed capacity of generators was upda-

ted using data in [23]. Generator transformers were ignored,

so generators were connected directly to busbars.2 Series

capacitors were assumed to be in service and maintained at a

constant series reactance at all times. The Western Link was

modelled using the ‘two-coupled sources’ approach: the East-

West and Moyle interconnectors were assumed to be at ‘float’,

i.e. with 0 MW transfer; and BritNed and IFA interconnectors

were set to constant maximum import.

The network switched shunt and variable reactive com-

pensation equipment at each busbar were approximated as

an ideal continuously variable shunt reactive compensator at

each busbar, with upper and lower bounds set equal to the

maximum and minimum reactive power injection possible

from the combinations of switched and variable compensation.

The busbar voltage magnitude upper and lower bounds were

set to ±0.15 pu and ±0.3 pu from unity in pre-contingency

and post-contingency states respectively.3

B. Demand and Generation Background Assumptions

We defined minimum and maximum possible realisations

of demand and wind within the GB network. These bounds

were used to create scenarios for our deterministic models. We

used 18100 MW and 51511 MW as minimum and maximum

possible realisations of total demand for the GB network

respectively using historic data from [24] and [25]. For wind

power generation, we used 0% and 100% of wind generation

capacity from [23]. Using these bounds, we generated a total

of 196 scenarios, consisting of 14 total system demands and

14 total system wind productions; both sets uniformly sampled

system demands and system wind productions between the

aforementioned limits inclusively.

We recorded power flow variables for the Western Link, four

AC circuits crossing the B6 boundary, and four AC circuits

crossing the B7 boundary; the locations of these boundaries

are shown in Fig. 1. Each of the single black lines shown in

Fig. 1 across B6 and B7 boundaries consist of two AC circuits.

The Western Link crosses both B6 and B7 boundaries, hence

we performed the regression analysis on both boundaries.

We considered 5 planned outages plus the intact system. The

planned outages consisted of various N − 1 and N −D outa-

ges of AC circuits over boundary B6 in parallel with the

2Equivalent generator real and reactive bounds should normally be altered
to reflect this change but this was not done in this study in view of the
relatively minor influence.

3These represented relaxed limits relative to normal operational limits, a
choice made in view of the approximate nature of the representation of the
GB system and in order to encourage OPF feasibility.

Western Link. State ‘Int’ represented an intact system with

no planned outages. States ‘EC1’ and ‘WC1’ represented

planned outages of one circuit only in the East and West Coast

AC B6 double circuit routes respectively. States ‘EC2’ and

‘WC2’ were similar to ‘EC1’ and ‘WC1’ except they modelled

outages of both circuits in a route. State ‘EW1’ represented

planned outages of one circuit in each of the East and West

Coast AC B6 double circuit routes simultaneously. Hence the

set O members were {Int,EC1,WC1,EC2,WC2,EW1}.
Losses in the Western Link were modelled as a quadratic

function of the Link’s average power flow. We calculated the

quadratic component of loss function K for the Western Link

by assuming a loss of 45 MW from [26] at 2250 MW flow

into the rectifier end of the link.

In E, we used short run marginal cost data from [27]

to model cost of production Cj per generation fuel type,

and assumed P
↑
j and P

↓
j per fuel type from [28]. To-

tal P ↑ and P ↓ were modelled as 1.32 GW and 1.5 GW

respectively. In A, S and S
′, we used bid and offer cost data

for C−
g and C+

g from [27].

We described E using Microsoft Excel and OpenSol-

ver [29], and A, S, and S
′ using models written in Pyomo [30]

using the Python programming language. We solved Pro-

gram E using the CBC solver [31], and Programs A, S, and S
′

using the IPOPT solver [32]. We used default settings for both

solvers.

C. Contingencies

All contingencies were either N − 1 or N −D which

modelled loss of a single item of equipment or a double circuit

overhead line. We modelled loss of generators, transformers,

and circuits to the north of Melksham, Sundon, East Claydon,

Pelham and Walpole. We also modelled the complete loss of

the Western Link itself. Where a circuit formed one of a pair of

circuits in a double circuit route, we ignored the single circuit

contingencies of both individual circuits and modelled only

the double circuit contingency of both circuits representing

the loss of the double circuit route. Since generators within

the model represented a grouping of nearby generators by fuel

type, we modelled generator contingencies within a group by

reducing the post-contingency real and reactive power upper

bounds in the group’s equivalent generator to model the loss

of the largest single infeed within the generator group.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 36 linear regressions (product of 6 pre-

contingency states, 3 OPFs, and 2 boundaries) of HVDC

average transfer and total AC boundary average transfer were

generated. All 36 regressions indicated identical qualitative

behaviour: most pre-contingency HVDC and AC boundary

transfers followed an affine trend pAV
i = A ·

∑

pAV
k +B where

coefficient A and offset B were found via the regression,

before levelling off at the maximum thermal rating of the

Western Link. Fig. 2 illustrates the positions of outliers, non-

outliers, and a fitted affine trend line of boundary transfers for

a particular OPF and pre-contingency state; 35 plots matching



TABLE I
COEFFICIENTS A FROM REGRESSIONS

Boundary OPF
System Pre-Contingency State

Int EC1 WC1 EC2 WC2 EW1

B6 A 0.584 0.654 0.673 1.101 0.963 0.761
B6 S′ 0.594 0.659 0.689 1.092 1.028 0.764
B6 S 0.584 0.651 0.673 1.098 0.969 0.751

B7 A 0.491 0.545 0.559 0.787 0.751 0.626
B7 S′ 0.491 0.554 0.568 0.789 0.78 0.628
B7 S 0.493 0.547 0.556 0.78 0.72 0.623

TABLE II
OFFSETS B FROM REGRESSIONS

Boundary OPF
System Pre-Contingency State

Int EC1 WC1 EC2 WC2 EW1

B6 A -28.5 4.00 -47.9 220 -114 -5.13
B6 S′ -55.4 -19.9 -90.7 209 -233 -28.6
B6 S -29.6 6.42 -52.7 232 -132 13.1

B7 A 358 428 397 902 528 491
B7 S′ 339 404 369 883 520 460
B7 S 353 434 402 892 581 494

the other 35 regressions had qualitatively similar outlier, non-

outlier and trend line behaviours as those shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Scatter plot of HVDC and total parallel AC average transfers from
the optimal solutions of the feasible scenarios for program A, boundary B6,
and pre-contingency system state ‘EC1’. The arrow shows the direction of
the trend of increasing total system demand level; outliers with higher system
demands were much closer to the trend line. Positive transfer indicates flow
from Scotland to England and Wales.

Some scenarios (referred to previously as outliers) fell

‘below’ these group trends: in the outliers, the Western

Link transfer was substantially less than other non-outlying

scenarios for the same AC transfer. Most of these outliers

contained ΓD
s < 23 GW, and were common across all OPFs

and pre-contingency states. This suggests that the outlier

behaviour was caused by the generation commitment from

the economic dispatch problem. Tables I and II summarise the

fitted coefficients and offsets of the affine trends calculated for

all 36 regressions.

The coefficients A in Table I are of great significance. For

example: the intact system case (indicated by ‘Int’ in Tables I

TABLE III
PRE-CONTINGENCY DC THERMAL RATING AS A PROPORTION OF TOTAL

PARALLEL AC CIRCUITS PRE-CONTINGENCY THERMAL RATING

Boundary Int EC1 WC1 EC2 WC2 EW1

B6 0.28 0.394 0.355 0.666 0.483 0.56

and II) in A over boundary B6 indicates that the HVDC link

transfer should be approximately 58% of the total transfer

through the AC circuits, ignoring offset B; hence in this case

1 MW of power from Scotland to England should be shared

approximately: 37% on HVDC and 63% on the AC, again

ignoring offset B.

The sharing indicated by coefficients A in Table I can be

compared with sharing based only upon boundary thermal

capabilities of the HVDC and AC circuits. The thermal ca-

pability of the HVDC link as a proportion of the total AC

thermal capabilities are given in Table III. If sharing based

upon proportion of boundary thermal rating capability, the

HVDC link would carry 28% of the total B6 AC transfer in

the ‘Int’ case i.e. 1 MW of power from Scotland to England

should be shared approximately: 22% on HVDC and 78% on

the AC. The values in Table I are substantially greater than

those in Table III for the corresponding pre-contingency state.

In other words, the HVDC link is more heavily loaded relative

to its rating than the AC circuits.

The loading on the Western Link increases with decreasing

transfer capacity on the AC side. The values of offsets B in

Table II depend on the scenario initial conditions.

From Table I, considering system security via OPFs S

and S
′ did not significantly influence values of coefficient A

across the regressions. In addition, the extrema of operation

governing Western Link post-contingency transfer did not

influence pre-contingency parallel power sharing coefficients

either. The only significant influence over trend line coef-

ficients came from considering planned outages of parallel

circuits over boundary B6. This suggests that system security

did not affect these offsets significantly, but Western Link post-

contingency flexibility did have a significant effect. Hence the

Western Link should carry a higher proportion of the pre-

contingency boundary transfer if the Link can be redispatched

following system contingencies. This additional Link transfer

in the pre-contingency state is not dependant on the pre-

contingency transfer in the parallel AC circuits.

Note from Fig. 2 that some outliers have significant bidi-

rectional flows in parallel circuits leading to loop flows through

the Western Link and the parallel AC circuits. An initial study

of the results has not revealed what effect was causing these

loop flows.

One hypothesis is that these loop flows were occurring as

a zero cost method to increase system losses to help consume

excess real power from generators in the OPFs due to excessive

market positions P 0
g generated from E solutions. This may

have occurred if excess generation was committed where the

cost of reducing that generation was positive to the objective

function, for example with wind or nuclear generation; hence



wasting excess generation by increasing system losses was

more cost effective than paying to reduce generation output.

This phenomenon would tend to lead to maximum loop

flows since the increase in losses is not particularly large in

the network for large loop flows, and would occur for even

small over-commitments of generation in the order of tens of

megawatts. Over commitments in E may have occurred due

to the strenuous loss of infeed and outfeed parameters; for

low system demands, the ramping to meet loss of infeed and

outfeed has to be met by schedulable generation only due

to Program E formulation where wind generation could not

partake in ramping. Since almost all schedulable generators

had non-zero production limits in E, this meant that schedula-

ble generators may have been committed to meet the ramping

constraints in E but simultaneously causing excess real power

production compared to the system demand level.

V. CONCLUSION

The problem of determination of a suitable steady state

loading strategy of embedded point-to-point HVDC links

has been identified. The projected increase in the relevance

of this problem is highlighted. Previous research has been

summarised before proposing a solution framework developed

using a more generalised approach than preceding work. Our

method relies on optimal power flows on a large number of

operational scenarios to provide data which we then use to

infer a suitable embedded link transfer strategy. We explored

two alternative rules on the embedded HVDC link’s post-

contingency transfer; these rules modelled limiting cases on

the flexibility of modulating the post-contingency transfer.

We apply our solution framework to a model of the GB

transmission system to determine a candidate loading strategy

for the Western Link, whilst considering credible system

contingencies, pre-contingency states, system demand and

wind generation operational scenarios, and two alternative

embedded HVDC link post-contingency transfer constraints.

The results of this analysis indicate that Western Link

transfers share an affine trend with the total transfer in parallel

AC circuits. System security and embedded HVDC link post-

contingency transfer flexibility do not significantly influence

these affine trend lines. In initially intact network conditions,

the pre-contingency dispatch of power on the HVDC link is

the same whether post-contingency redispatch of the link’s

power transfer is possible or not suggesting that short-term

post-contingency redispatch is not necessary for the contin-

gencies considered; some action to re-secure the system would

generally be required in practice. However pre-contingency

states that included planned network outages did affect the

affine trend coefficients and offsets. These implied that, when

post-contingency redispatch of the HVDC link is possible, it

should initially carry more of the total power transfer. This,

in turn, suggests that the critical post-contingency action is a

reduction in the HVDC link’s loading. We found that the only

non-uniform behaviour exhibited other than that previously

described was related to low system demand conditions, where

significant loop flows were found.

These results are not the product of a final resolution to the

problem of optimal steady state loading of embedded HVDC

links. There is significant further work required before system

asset owners and operators can be fully confident in either our

proposed framework or our results.

This paper’s results leads to two immediate avenues of pos-

sible further enquiry: consideration of space-dependant wind

generation production, and explanation of outlier scenarios.

The former would allow modelling of weather fronts and

realistic spatial correlation between wind outputs of less then

unity, whilst the latter would indicate if the outliers in our

results are indeed a manifestation of surplus negative bid cost

generation as we hypothesise.

One shortcoming of our framework is its overly simplified

treatment of generation. Our framework may be improved by

including non-zero generator real power minimum limits in

the OPFs, and constraining the ramping of generators’ outputs

between pre-contingency and post-contingency states.

We selected sets of planned outages and contingencies based

upon engineering judgement. Further work could focus on

detecting other relevant planned outages and contingencies

which may affect power sharing. Sensitivity analyses based

upon distribution factors may provide a useful framework

with which to detect sets of important generators, demands

and transmission circuits. These methods may even provide

explanation as to the magnitudes of the differences of sharing

coefficients and offsets we have observed in this paper.

However these sensitivity methods are typically based upon

linearised ‘DC’-type programs, hence extending them to non-

convex NLP and MILP programs would be non-trivial.

Our generation and demand scenarios in conjunction with

space-independent wind production resulted in the vast ma-

jority of cases giving power transfer from Scotland towards

England and Wales. Further work is needed to determine

optimal transfer sharing of net flows into Scotland. Such net

flows may be encountered during low wind, high demand

times in conjunction with unplanned outages of schedulable

generation within Scotland.

APPENDIX A

PROGRAM FORMULATIONS

A. Economic Dispatch

Program E is described by objective function (1) subject to

constraints (2a)–(2f), ∀j ∈ J . Although E is repeated ∀s ∈ S ,

we have dropped index s for brevity. Note that parameters ΓW

and ΓD are fixed to particular values ΓW :=
(

γW
s

)∗
and ΓD :=

(

γD
s

)∗
depending on s.

min
∑

j

Cjp
0
j (1)

subject to
∑

j

p0j ≥ ΓD − ΓW (2a)

∑

j

p
↓
j ≥ P ↓,

∑

j

p
↑
j ≥ P ↑ (2b)



µj , µ
↑
j , µ

↓
j ∈ {0, 1} , µ

↑
j , µ

↓
j ≤ µj (2c)

0 ≤ p
↑
j ≤ µ

↑
jP

↑
j , 0 ≤ p

↓
j ≤ µ

↓
jP

↓
j (2d)

µjP
LB
j ≤ p0j + p

↑
j ≤ µjFPUB

j (2e)

µjP
LB
j ≤ p0j − p

↓
j ≤ µjFPUB

j (2f)

B. Non-Security Constrained OPF

Program A is described by objective function (3) subject to

constraints (4a)–(15). Note that parameters Mg and P 0
g were

set from the corresponding optimal values of the variables µg

and p0g for generator g ∈ J in E by Mg := (µg)
∗ and P 0

g :=
(p0g)

∗. For generator g ∈ W , Mg and P 0
g were set as functions

of ΓW as discussed in Section II-A. In Programs A, S, and S
′,

demands and lumped losses were modelled as a unified set of

loads with parameters real Pd and reactive Qd powers set as

a function of ΓD as discussed in Section II-A.

min
∑

g∈G

(

C+
g ∆p+g − C−

g ∆p−g
)

(3)

The increments and decrements ∆p+g and ∆p−g from the

market position P 0
g of generator g were linked together with

the generator’s pg and P 0
g by (4a), ∀g ∈ G; (4b) ensu-

red that generator g increments and decrements were non-

negative ∀g ∈ G.

pg = P 0
g +

(

∆p+g −∆p−g
)

(4a)

∆p+g ,∆p−g ≥ 0 (4b)

The real and reactive power balances at each busbar b were

constrained by (5a) and (5b), ∀b ∈ B where B is the set of all

network busbars.

∑

g∈Gb

pg +
∑

h∈HE

b

Ph =

∑

d∈Db

Pd +
∑

l∈Lb

b′∈Bl

b 6=b′

pl,bb′ +
∑

i∈HI

b

b′∈Bi

b 6=b′

pi,bb′ +
∑

t∈Tb

b′∈Bt

b 6=b′

pt,bb′ +Gbv
2
b (5a)

∑

g∈Gb

qg +
∑

z∈Zb

qz =

∑

d∈Db

Qd +
∑

l∈Lb

b′∈Bl

b 6=b′

ql,bb′ +
∑

t∈Tb

b′∈Bt

b 6=b′

qt,bb′ −Bbv
2
b (5b)

The real and reactive power flow from busbar b into each

transmission circuit l linking busbars b and b′ where {b, b′} =
Bl are given by (6a) and (6b), ∀l ∈ L. Similar flows

from busbar b′ into l also applied; these may be found by

negating (θb − θb′) in (6a) and (6b). Similar real and reactive

flow from busbars b and b′ into each transformer t ∈ T
where {b, b′} = Bt applied but with variable gt,bb, bt,bb, gt,b′b′ ,

bt,b′b′ , gt,bb′ , gt,b′b, bt,bb′ , and bt,b′b where applicable.

pl,bb′ = v2bGl−

vbvb′ [Gl cos (θb − θb′) +Bl sin (θb − θb′)] (6a)

ql,bb′ = −v
2
bB

′
l+

vbvb′ [Bl cos (θb − θb′)−Gl sin (θb − θb′)] (6b)

Constraint (7) ensured that the thermal rating of each trans-

mission circuit l was not exceeded at the busbar b end of the

circuit, with a similar constraint at the busbar b′ end. Similar

constraints existed for each transformer t ∈ T .

p2l,bb′ + q2l,bb′ ≤ S2
l (7)

Variable gt,bb and bt,bb of transformer t at busbar b are given

by (8). Similar constraints on gt,b′b′ and bt,b′b′ at busbar b′

applied, and may be found by substituting τ2t with 1 in (8).

(gt,bb, bt,bb) =

(

Gt

τ2t
,
Bt

τ2t

)

(8)

Variable gt,bb′ and bt,bb′ of transformer t viewed from busbar b

are given by (9a) and (9b). Similar constraints on gt,b′b
and bt,b′b at busbar b′ applied, and may be found by nega-

ting αt in (9a) and (9b).

gt,bb′ = −
1

τt
[Gt cos (αt)−Bt sin (αt)] (9a)

bt,bb′ = −
1

τt
[Bt cos (αt) +Gt sin (αt)] (9b)

Tap ratios τt and phase shifts αt of transformer t were bounded

by upper and lower bounds by (10).
(

T LB
t , ALB

t

)

≤ (τt, αt) ≤
(

TUB
t , AUB

t

)

(10)

Real power losses in embedded HVDC link i were constrained

to vary quadratically with the average real power transfer in

the link as given by (11a), ∀i ∈ HI . Constraint (11b) ensured

that real power flow from busbar b into embedded HVDC

link i did not exceed the link’s thermal rating, with a similar

constraint applying at busbar b′.

pi,bb′ + pi,b′b = Ki

(

pi,bb′ − pi,b′b

2

)2

(11a)

−Si ≤ pi,bb′ ≤ Si (11b)

Constraints (12a)–(12b) ensured that the real and reactive

power production of generator g were within upper and lower

bounds. Note that PUB
g was set as a function of ΓW for all

wind generators g ∈ W .

0 ≤ pg ≤MgP
UB
g (12a)

QLB
g ≤ qg ≤ QUB

g (12b)

Similar to generators, (13) ensured that the reactive power

production of shunt compensator z was within acceptable

upper and lower bounds, ∀z ∈ Z .

QLB
z ≤ qz ≤ QUB

z (13)

To avoid redundancy, the voltage phase angle of a selected

reference bus b where b ∈ B0 is given by (14).

θb = 0 (14)

Busbar b voltage magnitude was constrained by upper and

lower bounds by (15), ∀b ∈ B.

V LB
b ≤ vb ≤ V UB

b (15)



C. Security Constrained OPFs

Programs S and S
′ included the same objective function (3)

and constraints (4a)–(15) as A; in S and S
′, (4a)–(15) model-

led constraints in the pre-contingency state. Programs S and S
′

also consisted of extra variables and constraints to model each

post-contingency state c within the set of contingencies C.

The variables and constraints in each post-contingency state c

were similar to the pre-contingency variables and constraints

in (4a)–(15), except:

• where the state c modelled the contingency of a piece of

equipment e;

• treatment of post-contingency real power flow in embed-

ded HVDC links; and

• treatment of post-contingency tap ratio and phase shift of

transformers

If a state c modelled the loss of equipment e excluding

generators, the relevant real and reactive flow variables of

equipment e were constrained to zero thus modelling the

loss of equipment e. Contingencies of generators were mo-

delled via reducing the generators’ real and reactive power

upper bounds. Transformer post-contingency tap ratios and

phase shifts were constrained such that they equalled pre-

contingency tap ratios and phase shift angles respectively. For

embedded HVDC links specifically, (16a) and (16b) applied

to Programs S and S
′ respectively in post-contingency states

which did not model the loss of the embedded link itself. The

link flow was constrained to zero in both Programs in those

post-contingency states which did model the contingency of

the embedded link.

−Sc,i ≤ pc,i,bb′ ≤ Sc,i (16a)

pc,i,bb′ = pi,bb′ (16b)
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